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Milan Fashion Week Trends Fall/Winter 2008-2009

Milan Fashion Week continues to be highly anticipated, as designers seem
to release more of their creative talent at these shows.  It’s always surprising
to see what they have in store and I’m looking forward to the designers’ vi-
sions for next winter. There are so many possibilities, and one has to wonder
how current economic trends will affect fashion trends. Will the colors, fabrics
and contours be low-key and subdued or will they be rich and lavish? And
which models will be the first faces on the runway? The designers always
lead off their shows with the best model. But no matter who it is, I’m sure no
one will be disappointed.

There were so many shows to attend and so many questions waiting to be
answered. By the end of the week we attended 48 out of 95 shows and
our photographers captured over 15,000 images, the best of which can be
found on our website www.mapmoda.com.  Watch the most beautiful mod-
els in the world, the flurry of activity back stage, the hair & make up trends,
and enjoy the front row in one of the most influential fashion shows in the
world!

The Milan Shows gave us mostly sensuality. More & more designers showed
their desire for explicit luxury, touches of feminine, erotic and transparency.
The designs consist of flowing feathery fabrics and lean aggressive cuts.
They appeared to be more complex, abstract, art nouveau-like and more
elaborate with added sparkle, glow and dressy effects like pleating, ruffles
and feathers. The colors where serene and tranquil sea blues, white and
grays, and bright colors like grass green, luscious orange and red, as illus-
trated by my images.

The hemlines are long, and the skirts plummeted with many designers dis-
playing richly painted and colorful dresses. Skirts are full, and this play on
form transitions into light fabric weights and transparencies. Layers of ruffles
create full skirts and beautiful details on dresses, while sequins on transparent
chiffon create form in another way.

I feel this clearly displays their desire to reach out to all the markets around
the world, for this is now a global market with far reaching efforts.M
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Some looks I observed:

LONG GOWNS: Some of the designers in Milan made great
use of the fabrics and colors to create some truly stunning gowns.

GEOMETRIC PATTERNS: Pencil cut skirts, lean shapes made
appearances all over Milan.

SUITS AND PANTS: Blazers, shirts, pants suits, will still be
strongly evident next winter. 

TRANSPARENCY: Clear sheer fabrics with a dose of the right
amount of sex appeal graced the runways at almost every show.
The very feminine erotic look, sheer transparent look appears to
be the winning combination for the season

PSYCHEDELIC: Retro hippie chic, freedom and love, was still
evident in Milan floral prints and designs. Woodstock, NY is still
alive and in full swing.

DRAMATIC CUTS: This season dramatic cuts continued its rise
in Milan. Designers used their imaginative artistic touch in a 
fashion forward way, with some going to the limits of good taste.

COLLAR TREATMENT: Designers looked to the collar for vol-
ume and shape this season. There were a great number of de-
signers adding a dramatic collar to their collections.

BOWS: Bows are another common trend to the fashion week
that I enjoyed. The Italians stuck to small bows on blouses like
most designers. Let’s see if this trend ends up on the street.

TIGHTS: Tights, tights, and more tights. This theme was strong
for all designers and seemed to blow up in Milan. I see no end
in sight.

—Trent Williams
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ove Sex Money is at it again. We all have our 
favorite designers and collections and of course I am no
different. In my opinion they conducted one of the best
shows for Milan Fashion Week Fall/Winter 2008-2009.
Perhaps it is my love of black or perhaps the pure sensu-
ality of the outfits.  I, personally, can never have too many
black outfits. Regardless of the reason, one of these im-
ages will be gracing the cover of MAP Publishing’s forth-
coming book, Vicariously Funky, and several will appear
inside.

There was black, black, and blacker, in varying 
materials of Angora, Wool and Mohair. The material
was reworked with fur, shiny material and ribbons /
scarfs. This was further offset by Chiffon blouses, short
hemlines, geometric shapes, and funky hats. There was
ample use of puffy sleeves, fluffy knits, and drastic cuts.

MONEY

LOVE 
SEX

L

Written by Sean Wilson

Dark is the night: fashion’s
favorite non-color goes
beyond the black-out for
designer Lorella Signorino
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“Black has been 
liturgical, existentialist,
gothic, punk, 

minimal, total…
few colors have had 
so many and so

different meanings”
–Lorella Signorino

As the show was progressing all I kept saying to myself
was funky, funky, and funky!

In her own words, Lorella Signorino, the designer
for ‘Love Sex Money,’ described the fall 2008 collec-
tion for the label as follows:

“Black has been liturgical, existentialist, gothic,
punk, minimal, total… Through the centuries, the
decades and through changing fashions, few colors
have had so many and so different meanings. Probably
because black is a non-color which becomes tinged
with the Zeitgeist.

So how shall we describe next winter’s black? The
color that, once again, we will not abandon despite

12



fashion trends? As I tried to imagine and
classify it and to understand its many
meanings so I could use it to best effect
in my collection, I thought of black out.
Because we’re living in a time of total
blackout.

This is exactly why we seek – now as
in any period of complete darkness – a
light. And so the black out of Love Sex
Money is a total black distinguished by a
constant presence of luminous details. As
if the energy had started flowing again…
And after the darkness, pale hues arrive
to make the blackout an optimistic, vi-
brant black.”

Shown against mirror panels, and a
mirrored floor, the abundance of black
never hinted at the gothic look, but be-
spoke understated elegance.

And Signorino, sensibly spiced-up the
black dash with flashes of violet, white
and beige, a hint of grey, the shiny
sparkle of sequins and beads and some
dazzling sheer / see-through outfits.

There were ¾ length coats in woven
patterns, short mini skirts and frock salt
and pepper coats, Victoriana peplum
styles in pinstripes and abbreviated tail-
coats in wool and silk. Asymmetric collars
were folded over cleavage or revealed a
stunning necklace.

For evening, Love, Sex, Money offered
an extravaganza of dazzling short cock-
tail dresses, high ruffled collars, glitter
knitwear and shear black trousers, all 
accompanied by funky triangle hats. 

Black,
Black,

Black!
www.lovesexmoney.com 13
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